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North Shore GaS/Peoples Gas Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Programs 

3.8.1 Proposed Program Details - Residential Programs 

This program is targeted to two types of customers with natural gas heating: 1) those in homes 
with individual heating systems and individually metered residences (e.g. single family, 
duplexes) and 2) those in large multifamily buildings with a central system and a central meter. 
In general, this describes customers taking service under Service Classification ("S.C.") No.1, 
Small Residential Service and S.C. No.2, General Service. Customers must be an active 
North Shore Gas or Peoples Gas residential customer. All premises, single family and 
multifamily, owner occupied or rental, are eligible provided the purpose of the premise is for a 
residential dwelling. 

This program provides residential customers incentives for the installation of measures that 
improve the heating efficiency of the premises. 

Incentives for heating systems are proposed based on the size and efficiency of the heating 
system. For residential furnaces and boilers (defined as systems of less than 225 MBtu/hr 
input rating for furnaces and less than 300 MBtu/hr input rating for boilers), a set prescriptive 
rebate will be offered for the efficiencies listed below. The saturation of high efficiency heating 
systems has been lower in the Peoples Gas service territory than in the North Shore Gas 
service territory. The Companies propose higher rebates for the Peoples Gas service territory 
to move the market toward higher efficiency heating systems. Rebates are based on 
approximately 50% of the incremental cost difference between standard or minimum code 
efficiency and high efficiency equipment. 

For large multifamily buildings that are heated with a central heating system, a rebate will be 
calculated based on the size and efficiency of the boiler and be calculated on a $ per MBtu 
basis. These commercial sized boilers are defined as systems greater than 300 MBtu/hr input 
rating. 

In addition to heating system rebates, this program will offer rebates for attic insulation for the 

Peoples Gas service territory only. The Peoples Gas territory has older homes with a higher 
need for additional insulation. Insulation contractors will be strongly encouraged to seal all 
accessible attic bypasses prior to adding insulation to the attic. 

It is the intent of the Companies and ComEd to cooperate in the offering of this program. 
There are some measures that could benefit both the gas and electric energy use and joint 
offerings, where possible, will be made transparent to the customer. In addition, the utilities 
will collaborate in raising awareness of and educating customers and trade allies on the 
benefits of energy efficiency. 

The initial program implementation period is three years, commencing on June 1, 2011 and 
continuing through May 31,2014. 
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North Shore GaS/Peoples Gas Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Programs 

This program is applicable to all residential customers, and therefore has a very broad reach. 
However, this program will be targeted toward single family homes that are in the high-impact 
savings segments, or high natural gas users. This describes a segment of customers served 

by S.C. No.1. The initial target market will be individually metered active residential 

customers of all socio-economic levels within the service area. Taken as a group, these 
customers are a very large segment of energy users and will provide the clearest path to 
short-term savings due to robustness of data available for this market segment. 

This program provides single family homeowners with consistent feedback on their energy 
use, comparisons to similar homes in their neighborhood, and targeted tips to achieve energy 
savings. This program helps to motivate customers toward energy conservation in their 
homes. The reports are generated four to five times during the heating season. 

The Home Energy Reports uses a software platform that combines energy usage data with 
customer demographic, housing and GIS data to develop specific targeted recommendations 
that educate and influence consumers to reduce their energy consumption. This program 
provides a residential customer a written energy efficiency report supported by a website 
platform that benchmarks individual customer use compared to use by other homes in the 
surrounding neighborhood, and uses this energy profile to customize customer target offers, 
coupons, and rebates. The reports: 

Show the customers' gas use compared to the average of 100 neighbors in similar-sized 
homes and characteristics. 
Supply targeted natural gas efficiency recommendations based on analysis of the 
household's energy use, demographics, and housing characteristics teaching residents 
how to save and become a more efficient neighbor. 

Refer customers to specific programs offered by their utility that can help them become 
more energy efficient. 

Home Energy Reports is a unique program which employs data analysis and behavioral 
science to reach a broad customer set. The program educates and motivates customers to 
take action to reduce their energy use through a variety of means ranging from small lifestyle 
changes to making home improvements and investments. 

It is the intent of the Companies and ComEd to cooperate in the offering of this program. 
There are some measures that could benefit both the gas and electric energy use and joint 
offerings, where possible, will be made transparent to the customer. In addition, the utilities 
will collaborate in raising awareness of and educating customers on the benefits of energy 
efficiency. 

The initial program implementation period is two years, commencing on June 1,2012 and 
31,2014. 
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North Shore Gas/Peoples Gas Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Programs 

This program is targeted to residential customers who live in multifamily buildings and 
multifamily building owners/property managers. Some multifamily buildings have individual 
heating systems and are individually metered while others are centrally heated and have a 
central meter. Both are eligible to participate. In general, this describes customers served 
under S.C. No.1 and S.C. No.2. Customers must be an active North Shore Gas or Peoples 

Community Development housing projects not served by DCEO and Federally-owned 
multifamily housing structures will be a target market sector. Assisted living and nursing 
homes may also be possible market targets. 

This program's primary objective is to secure energy savings by installing low cost hot water 
and space heating saving measures. It strives to overcome the traditional 'split incentive' 
problem common to the multifamily market. Landlords normally pass through natural gas 
costs to tenants and have no incentive to save energy. Tenants do not own the property and 
seldom see a direct impact in their rent from conserving energy. Consequently, they have no 
incentive to invest in energy saving measures. This program provides end-use customers and 
building owners/managers with a quick and easy way to start saving natural gas immediately 
through the direct installation of specific measures, including low flow shower heads, faucet 
aerators, pipe insulation and programmable setback thermostats. 

A second objective of this program is to define larger energy saving measures, Le. space 
heating or water heating system replacements, boiler tune-ups, steam trap 
replacemenVrepairs, commonly needed for large central systems. 

It is the intent of the Companies and ComEd to offer this program jointly. There is a high 
potential for this program to benefit both gas and electric utility customers. The utilities will 
determine a framework for cost allocation based on savings/benefits to each utility's 
customers. The framework will be fair and equitable and will increase the cost-effectiveness 
of the overall program for both utilities and their customers. 

The initial program implementation period is three years, commencing on June 1,2011 and 
continuing through May 31, 2014. 

Incentives: There are no "incentives" for this program. The measures that will be installed 
under this program are as follows: 
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North Shore GaS/Peoples Gas Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Programs 

This program is targeted to existing single family homes heated with natural gas. In general, 
this describes a segment of customers served under S.C. No.1. Customers must be an 
active North Shore Gas or Peoples Gas residential customer. 

Currently, there is discussion about an Illinois Home Performance with Energy Star ("HPwES") 
pilot program. At this time, the result of that initiative is unknown. Therefore, while the 
Companies are supportive of the home performance-type of program in general, this program 
is proposed as a placeholder and is subject to adjustment in the future. In addition, this 
program's planned participation will be adjusted based on results from other core programs at 
the time this program is scheduled to launch. 

The Companies anticipate this program will provide a range of technical and financial 
assistance to help residential customers identify and install comprehensive energy solutions. 
The program will provide energy audits that identify potential retrofit projects, directly install 
certain low cost measures as part of the energy audits, utilize the network of trade allies 
qualified to install insulation and air sealing measures, coordinate installations of additional 
measures offered through other programs, offer a range of behavioral recommendations that 
further improve energy efficiency, and provide quality assurance. 

This program leverages the national HPwES program, which is delivered through local 
program sponsors who agree to meet certain program requirements. The HPwES program 
sponsor for Illinois is DCEO, through its contractor the Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance 
(MEEA). The Companies will deliver the program in coordination wijh DCED and MEEA as 
well as Com Ed. 

The program will also leverage professional standards developed by the Building Performance 
Institute ("BPI"), which has developed certification standards for building professionals in a 
range of building science areas, as well as technical standards for installations of building 
science improvements (such as insulation and air sealing). Trade allies participating in the 
program must employ professionals certified within one or more of BPI's technical areas, and 
retrofit projects must meet BPI's technical standards, including provisions for diagnostic tests 
and safety requirements before and after installation. 

Franklin Energy will work with BPI certified or other recognized trade allies who have been 
trained and/or certified to perfonm quality retrofit work. The trade allies will be required to sign 
a participation agreement and will be required to maintain a high level of quality to stay on the 
list. The list of trade allies will be constantly monitored. Those not meeting the requirements 
will be given remedial measures and, if they still do not meet the requirements, will be 
removed. 

End use equipment improvements, such has heating or cooling systems that are fuel specific, 
will utilize each utility's residential prescriptive rebate programs. 
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North Shore GaS/Peoples Gas Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Programs 

3.8.2 Proposed Program Details - C&I Programs 

This program is targeted to all C&I customers. In general, this describes customers in S.C. No. 
2. For the prescriptive rebate program, this tends to be smaller C&I customers using common 
high efficiency space heating, control technologies, water heating, and food service measures. 
Customers must be an active North Shore Gas or Peoples Gas C&I customer. 

To encourage the installation of higher efficiency equipment, this program provides C&I 
customers who install, replace or retrofit qualifying natural gas heating systems, water heating 
equipment, or food service equipment with rebates that help cover a portion of the incremental 
costs. Rebates are based on approximately 50% of the incremental cost difference between 
standard or minimum code efficiency and high efficiency equipment. If common practice is 
higher than the standard or minimum code efficiency, the higher efficiency number is utilized. 

This program does not require pre-approval for participation. It offers customers a quick and 
easy way to choose high efficiency equipment options at the time of normal equipment 
replacement. Partnering with equipment wholesalers and retail contractors will provide these 
firms with marketing support and potentially incentives designed to influence their stocking, 
promotion, and sales of targeted high efficiency equipment. The list of targeted equipment can 
be easily updated as new customer/trade ally suggestions on technologies are uncovered during 
the day-to-day operations. 

Initially, this program will rely on incentives for end use customers. However, trade ally 
incentives may be used periodically for limited time promotions. 

It is the intent of the Companies and ComEd to cooperate in the offering of this program. There 
are some measures that could benefit both the gas and electric energy use and joint offerings, 
where possible, will be made transparent to the customer. In addition, the utilities will 
collaborate in raising awareness of and educating customers on the benefits of energy 
efficiency. 

The initial program implementation period is three years, commencing on June 1, 2011 and 
31,2014. 
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North Shore Gas/Peoples Gas Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Programs 

This program is targeted to C&I customers who have energy efficiency projects that are not 
specified in the C&I Prescriptive Rebates program. In general, these customers are served 
under S.C. No.2. This program is available to both the existing and the new construction 

Some of the more common market segments for this program include larger customers in light 
and heavy manufacturing, steel and metal working, plastics compounding and processing, 
hospitals, food processing, hotels, commercial laundry, and other process heating intense 
businesses. They can also include large centrally-heated multifamily buildings and office 
buildings. Customers must be an active North Shore Gas or Peoples Gas C&I customer. 

This program provides C&I customers with rebate incentives for the installation of natural gas 
related energy improvements that are not specified for a prescriptive rebate. Since energy 
efficiency projects and technologies vary by customer and industry, this program allows 
customers to install a wide variety of natural gas savings technologies. Eligible projects will 
receive calculated incentives aimed at improving the financial viability of the energy efficiency 
improvements. 

All custom rebates will be individually determined and analyzed using the benefit-cost model 
used to assess all measures in this Plan, to ensure that they pass the TRC test. Any measure 
that is pre-qualified (assessed for cost-effectiveness prior to being installed) must produce a 
TRC test result of at least 1.0 or better. 

There will be an initial maximum rebate of $15,000 per customer per year. This limitation will 
enable as many customers as possible to participate in anyone year. However, based on 
projects in the queue, the program's intent is to maximize energy savings and the limitation 
may be waived. 

It is the intent of the Companies and ComEd to cooperate in the offering of this program. 
There are some measures that could benefit both the gas and electric energy use and joint 
offerings, where possible, will be made transparent to the customer. In addition, the utilities 
will collaborate in raising awareness of and educating customers on the benefits of energy 
effiCiency. 

The initial program implementation period is three years, commencing on June 1,2011 and 
continuing through May 31,2014. 

This project covers all natural gas projects or technologies that pass the TRC test that are not 
specified under prescriptive rebates. 
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North Shore GaS/Peoples Gas Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Programs 

This program is targeted to large C&I customers. In general, this describes customers served 
under S.C. No.2 and S.C. No.3 (North Shore Gas) and S.C. NO.4 (Peoples Gas), Large 
Volume Demand Service. It is anticipated that most customers who participate in this 
program will have natural gas central heating and water heating. Customers must be an 
active North Shore Gas or Peoples Gas C&I customer. 

When buildings are first built and systems installed, a test to ensure that the systems operate 
as designed is not always completed. Retro-commissioning conducts this test and optimizes 
system operations in the context of how the building is currently used. Experts will analyze 
the building and help its energy using systems to operate optimally by identifying no-cost and 
low cost energy saving improvements, which are then implemented by the customer. It is akin 
to a tune-up for an automobile and is often referred to as a full-building tune-up. Retro
commissioning focuses on operational and maintenance improvements. Specifically, retro
commissioning can: 
• Bring equipment to the proper operational state based on the customer's use of the 

facility. 
• Reduce complaints, especially as it deals with comfort for those who work in the building, 

and increase tenant satisfaction. 

• Reduce energy use. 
• Increase equipment life. 
• Improve indoor air quality. 
• Improve facility operation and maintenance. 
• Reduce staff time spent on emergency calls. 

North Shore Gas and Peoples Gas have been in discussions with ComEd for joint 
implementation of this program. This will allow participants to benefit by having their building 
retro-commissioned for both gas and electric usage. The utilities will benefit by cost sharing. 
As ComEd already has a program administrator who was selected through a competitive bid 
process, North Shore Gas and Peoples Gas will be willing to use the same program 
administrator. 

The implementation cost for this program will include the cost of the retro-commissioning 
study, evaluation, and administrative oversight (both ComEd and the Companies). In return 
for funding the study, the customer agrees to spend at least $10,000 or $20,000, depending 
on the project size, and implement measures with a payback of less than 1.5 years. 

It is the intent of the Companies and ComEd to offer this program jointly. There is a high 
potential for this program to benefit both gas and electric utility customers. The utilities will 
determine a framework for cost allocation based on savings/benefits to each utility's 
customers. The framework will be fair and equitable and will increase the cost-effectiveness 
of the overall program for both utilities and their customers. 
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North Shore Gas/Peoples Gas Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Programs 

This program is targeted to all smaller C&I customers. In general, this describes a segment of 
customers served under S.C. No.2. As this program will be offered jointly with CornEd, an 
initial target will be based on an annual usage of 6,000 Dth or less for gas and 100 kW or less 
for electric. Likely business types include strip malls, main street businesses, and business 
district establishments, theaters, restaurants, convenience stores, etc. Customers must be an 
active North Shore Gas or Peoples Gas C&I customer. 

Small business owners are often time-constrained, unaware of energy efficiency opportunities, 
and lack dedicated staff who concentrate on the facility's energy use. As such, they are a 
hard-to-reach target audience. While many owners are also the property owner, some are 
renting their space and consequently have little motivation to make major improvements to 
their landlords' premises. This program will offer energy saving measures to the small 
business person in a variety of ways: 

Direct installation of several low cost measures at no cost to the owner or tenant. The gas 
measures include low fiow faucet aerators, showerheads, and pre-rinse sprayers, with 
vendor misers and CFLs provided by CornEd. 

A variety of low cost measures at 30% of the total installed cost to the owner. These 
measures would most likely be programmable setback thermostats, and other O&M 
measures. In the event the premises are rented, the program implementer will coordinate 
with the landlord/property owners, if needed. Local trade allies will be utilized wherever 
possible to implement the program. 

While at the premises, this program will also include a free high-level walk through audit 
and provide a report to the owner, outlining other energy efficiency improvements that 
could be installed. This will educate the business owner while providing the benefits of 
the program through the direct install measures. In the event the owner is interested in 
installing the suggested improvements, Franklin Energy will help the owner arrange for 
bids and apply for applicable rebates. 

To maximize cost-effectiveness, this program will be implemented geographically. The 
Companies will also incorporate the learning gained from the current pilot program between 
Chicagoland and CornEd. 

It is the intent of the Companies and CornEd to offer this program jointly. There is a high 
potential for this program to benefit both gas and electric utility customers. The utilities will 
determine a framework for cost allocation based on savings/benefits to each utility's 
customers. The framework will be fair and equitable and will increase the cost-effectiveness 
of the overall program for both utilities and their customers. 
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